
 

 
 

 

 

In choosing a Saint for your report, you need to think about who you are. The particular Saint chosen, 

should represent you, the direction you feel your faith life is taking, or would represent strength or 

attribute you feel you need. It is important and necessary to learn something about the Saint you 

choose before you decide. Once you have chosen your Saint, you will need to complete a Confirmation 

Saint report using the following format:    

Confirmation Saint Reports that do not follow these guidelines will be returned to be redone. 

1. The Confirmation Saint Reports should represent original research and composition on the 

part of the Candidate. 

2.  Statements lifted from Websites will not be accepted.  (cite your work) 

3. The Confirmation Saint Report must be at least 500 words (you text more than this) of 

text, typed in a 12-point font and double-spaced. 

4.  Include a cover sheet that features a picture of your Saint or other meaningful artwork. 

Be creative! 

5. As you are writing about the Saint, ponder and answer the following when you summarize 

his or her life:  

 Why are you choosing this Saint?  

 What obstacles did they have to endure?  

 How can this Saint help you to pray?  

 How can this Saint lead you closer to Christ? 

 How does this Saint serve as a role model of the Catholic faith in your 
life? 

 What actions do you plan to take to be a Saint? 
 

6. The report should explain why you selected that particular Saint as your Confirmation 

Saint. This is not a collection of facts but how you plan to continue to take inspiration and 

example from your Saint’s life  

Please note: The internet can be used as a resource. We would like you to research your Saint, 

not copy an article from the internet. ALL WORK WILL BE CHECKED FOR PLAGERISM. 

Reports are due by:   September 30, 2018 

All reports must be emailed as an attachment to: faithformation@stlouisedm.org  
  

DO NOT TURN IT IN TO YOUR TEACHER 

If you have any questions please contact the youth ministry office at: 

faithformation@stlouisedm.org or (626) 332-5822. 
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